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THE RACE TO THE BIG BANG

Life is definitely improving. I am so glad to see dad doing normal stuff in the
house like having dinner with us instead of being quarantined in the basement.
And Lizzy’s mood is way better too. But that also means she is up to fighting
with me for the TV remote instead of lying on her bed. I guess that’s better than
the mopey Lizzy.
I’m mainly back to tell you about Mission KT. That was one of the Virtual
World video games that we could use for training. It takes place 66 million years
ago just before an asteroid hit planet Earth and wiped out all the land dinosaurs.
All of the tools and scientific instruments from Mission KT would also be available
in Race to the Big Bang. There would be the same crew roles (Explorer, Scientist,
Guardian, and Navigator) and each crew role would have special instruments and
capabilities.
There were instruments to measure temperature, chemical composition, velocity, density,
and mass of objects in the Virtual World. The Explorer could take photographs, the Scientist could
make small clone pets of the dinosaurs and the Guardian could time freeze things. Everyone could
get information on things and could pick things up and move them around like Milo and Svetlana
did to build the rock sculpture that Milo showed in his chapter of the journal. The Guardian could
even make dinosaurs do things like lie down in the river to make a bridge for us. The Navigator
could look down from the Cosmic Egg ship and place beacons on the ground to tell the rest of the
crew where to go to find things. It was really a beautiful and fun Virtual World.
But the whole team except for Richie had already been there and done that. So, we all
decided that Richie would do Mission KT with me alone to bring him up to speed.
Richie and I have known each other since first grade. He is a great artist and has been doing
some of the illustrations for our journal. But in middle school Richie was my worst nightmare. He
was teasing me constantly about my sometimes habit of daydreaming. He called me mean names
like Space Cadet, Loony Probe, and Cosmic Cuckoo. One day when I accidently came to school
with toilet paper stuck in my hair, he had the whole class calling me Hairy Potty.
Then one day there was this incident on the school playground. He was teasing me, and I
ran away crying. Lizzy saw what was happening and threatened to really hurt him if he didn’t stop
bullying me. Richie pushed her, and she responded with her martial arts flying double kick that
came within an inch of his nose. He fell on his butt. They both got detentions and had to write
essays. Richie had to apologize to me for his bullying. He confessed that he really liked me. He said
that I was the coolest girl in the whole class. He stopped being mean, and now we are friends.
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So, onto the Mission KT video game. We were talking on the phone as Richie logged on to
his computer and I did the same. We each chose our avatars. I explained to Richie about the
different crew roles. Richie liked the idea of taking photographs, so he chose the Explorer. I chose
the Guardian. We clicked Ready and then Start Game.
Our avatars spawned into the Virtual World. Then we followed the path in front of us that
led to the top of a hill. It overlooked a beautiful valley where a herd of dinosaurs roamed.
“Wow,” yelled Richie, “this is beautiful. I love the volcano. Can I take a picture?”
“Just left click your mouse,” I answered. “You started the game with the Photo tool. And if
you click the tab key, you can see your photos in the Virtual World Journal.

Scenes from the MissionKT video game. TheBeamer LLC
“Cool,” said Richie. “I am going to make an album of pictures from this mission.”
“Good idea,” I responded. “Now let’s go find a T-Rex.” I showed Richie how to choose the
Teleport tool by left clicking the mouse and highlighting the tool we wanted. “Go to location 4.”
I knew exactly what I was doing. I knew where we would find a T-Rex. This was going to be
perfect. I led Richie down the hill and through the trees. When we came out into the clearing, there
was a huge T-Rex right in front of us. He looked at Richie, opened his mouth, and let out a huge

Scene from the MissionKT video game. TheBeamer LLC
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roar. Richie was so scared he let out a yell and I heard a real life crash over the phone that I think
was his chair getting knocked over.
“I am so out of here,” he screamed. And he shut off his computer.
“You idiot,” I said on the phone, “you didn’t have to shut down to get away from the T-Rex.
Did you think it was going to jump off the screen into your room? Now we have to log in again. But
that was a little pay back for all your years of teasing me.”
“Sorry Neddy,” he said, “I just totally freaked out.”
So, we logged back on and went back to the T-Rex.

Scenes from the MissionKT video game. TheBeamer LLC
I showed Richie how to switch to Scientist and measure the elemental composition of the TRex. “Hey Neddy,” he said,” look at the screen. The T-Rex has carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and
nitrogen just like a human. And the bar chart showing the percentages of each element for humans
is just the same.”
“I guess all animals have pretty much the same elemental composition,” said Richie. Then he
used his Information tool to discover that each of us has inherited over five thousand trillion carbon
atoms that were once in just that one T-Rex. “That’s so hard to believe.”
“Hey Richie,” I
yelled, “let’s switch roles
and I will show you
something really cool.“
As the Scientist, I turned
on my Launch Drone
tool. I piloted it through
the three blue circles on
top of the T-Rex to
make a miniature clone
pet. I named her Rexy.

Scene from the MissionKT video game. TheBeamer LLC
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“I wanna make a clone pet too,” said Richie.
“OK,” I agreed, “but let’s find a different dinosaur.” So, we started exploring again.
“How about a Triceratops clone?” asked Richie pointing to a bunch of them on a hill.
First Richie, then I, successfully made Triceratops clone pets. Then Richie saw some
Titanosaurus down in the marsh near a waterfall and made a clone pet of one of them too.

Scenes from the MissionKT video game. TheBeamer LLC
The four pets followed us around. Rexy was always in the lead, followed by the Titanosaur
that Richie named Titan. The two Triceratops pets, named Sara and Toppy, were way in the rear.
Can I take some more pictures?” asked Richie. “The artist in me loves it here.” We explored
and Richie shot pictures. He got a great one of the river with the volcano in the background, and
Pteranodons flying above. There was even a T-Rex in the lower left.

Scene from the MissionKT video game. TheBeamer LLC
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“Hay Richie,” I said, “I’ll show you something you’re gonna love. Switch roles to Navigator,
choose the Beacon tool, and then left click.”
“Wow, this is cool,” yelled Richie. “Where am I?”
“You are in the Cosmic Egg ship,” I answered. “It is hovering above us. Left click and you can
put down some marker beacons at the spot you point at. Mark a trail to the top of the volcano.”
“Hey Neddy, look at this beautiful scene I got with the beacon trail up the volcano and the
Pteranodons flying towards me.”
“Awesome,” I agreed. “Now let’s go up to the top of the volcano.”

Scene from the MissionKT video game. TheBeamer LLC
When we got to the top, I showed Richie how to measure the temperature of the lava and
the velocity of the asteroid that was heading for Earth. We could also see the Cosmic Egg ship
when we looked up to measure the velocity of the asteroid.

Scenes from the MissionKT video game. TheBeamer LLC
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“Neddy, is it OK if I just take pictures now?” asked Richie.
“Sure,” I answered. “So, we explored as Richie filled the Journal with pictures.” One of my
favorites is this one with two Titanosaurs near the waterfall.

Scene from the MissionKT video game. TheBeamer LLC
“While we are here,” I said, “let me show you one more thing. I’ll switch to Guardian, you
switch to Explorer, and you can photograph what I do. Follow me.”
I led us away from the water fall to where there was a Titanosaur standing in the river. “I’m
switching to the Animate tool,” I said as I zapped the dinosaur.
“Cool,” said Richie. “It’s laying down in the river.”
“Now I’m switching to the Time Freeze tool.” I zapped the Titanosaur as it was lying down,
and it froze in place. “OK, Richie, let’s cross over my bridge.”
“I led Richie to the beach and the rock garden. Then I said, “I think I showed you all you
need to know. Go ahead and explore. Take all the pictures you want and then log off”

Scenes from the MissionKT video game. TheBeamer LLC
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